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Enhancements      

Dispense 

Improved customer matching functionality  

In 5.11.1, we made improvements to customer matching for a prescription that is downloaded from a 

prescription exchange service (eRx or MediSecure). Based on your feedback, we have made further 

improvements to make the matching process seamless. 

These are:  

1. Larger ‘Update Customer Details’ dialog: allows all customer's details to be displayed in the table 

2. Matching criteria recognises different display formats for: addresses, phone numbers and 

concession numbers. For example, Minfos will recognise different spacing in a phone number or 

abbreviations for 'road' (i.e. rd, RD, Road) as matching text.   

 

Packing 

DoseAid’s warning 'Pack duration exceeds shelf life of xx days  

For customers using Minfos Packing for DoseAid sachets, the warning 'Pack duration exceeds shelf life of xx 

days' now displays as an error. As repacking medications can reduce the expiry of molecules, orders will now 

be blocked from sending to DoseAid if they exceed the expiry.  

If you receive this error while trying to send an order contact DoseAid Customer Service on 1300 306 748 to 

discuss options. 
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Resolved issues 

Dispense 

Dispense Form did not reset when New Customer was selected  

The Dispense Form will now reset correctly after selecting X. New Customer from the Script Options window.  

 

Valid Medicare numbers were stated as expired when downloaded via e-Script  

When a new patient’s Medicare number is downloaded via e-Script, the expiry date for unexpired Medicare 

numbers is now correctly shown as valid.  

 

Unable to search for scripts dispensed in the Year 2020  

It is now possible to search for scripts dispensed in the Year 2020 in Script Enquiry. 

 

Assigning patient into a Carer was changing the details of the Carer  

In certain scenarios, Minfos was changing the details of a Carer to a patient. This has now been resolved.  

 

Valid repeat of expired drug listing is shown as private  

A repeat of a drug that has expired is showing the Rx Type as Private, even though it was valid when written. 

Minfos will now set the correct Script Type based on the Rx Date and the benefit based on the time the script 

was written.  

 

The wrong Safety Net Contribution was being used triggering incorrect threshold  

The correct Safety Net Customer Contribution is now used for customers near the General safety net 

threshold.  
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Totals label was printing in the old format when X was pressed after dispensing  

The Totals label will now print in the new format when X is pressed to select a new customer after 

dispensing.   

In the Generic Drug List window the ‘Show Stocked Drugs only’ setting was not working 

The Generic Drug List window will now use the ‘Show Stocked Drugs only’ setting in Dispense Configuration. 

 

Stock Manager 

Order Editing screen was exceeding the minimum monitor resolution  

Order details can now be viewed correctly with the minimum monitor resolution of 1024*768. 

 

Dual business was not displaying products correctly 

Products now display correctly in Order Maintenance when using a different business. 

 

Accounting 

Blank banking amounts were being saved in Receivables’ Overs/Unders Entry  

It is no longer possible to accidentally save an empty Banking in Receivables Overs/Unders Entry window.   

 

Minfos Multi-store communications 

Managed Reorder/Stocked was dependent on Location Publication 

The Reorder/Stocked transmission from the Head Office to the Slave stores no longer requires the Location 

publication to be set to ‘true.’ The Reorder/Stocked publication now works without the Location Publication.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


